Trapeze

Furniture for the Curious

Trapeze
Executive Table Base.
TRAPEZE is an award
winning innovative
table base system with a
unique profile, designed
for commercial
applications and
suitable for a variety
of configurations
including desks,
meeting tables and
boardroom tables.
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Activity infill trays
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Top leg support horn

a steel threaded insert
which is encased in the die
cast aluminium. The steel
thread provides a much
stronger connection from
the top horn to the leg
than if the aluminium was
threaded for attachment to
the top horn

The table features
activity infill trays that
have been designed
and manufactured using
100% post-consumer
recycled materials and are
interchangeable.
Common components are
used to assist in modular
design for different sizes
and shapes of tables. By
adding additional legs and
top horns, the possibilities
with EONA are endless.
The Trapeze leg features
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Finishes

Standard finish is polished
aluminium legs with black
framework. Trapeze legs
can also be powdercoated
in colours to suit the
specification of the project

04/5 Features

Trapeze table legs can be
set at varying stances:
0 degrees / 22.5 degrees
/ 45 degrees Legs can be
positioned in the top horns
a narrow stance for tables
up to 1400mm deep, and a
wide stance for tables up
to 1600mm deep. Deeper
tables can be provided
using XL top horns which
can suit tables up to
2100mm deep.
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Trapeze
Executive Table Base.
TRAPEZE is an award winning innovative
table base system with a unique profile,
designed for commercial applications and
suitable for a variety of configurations
including desks, meeting tables and
boardroom tables.
Sustainability Policy
We realise the importance of responsible
business practices and have in place
numerous product and company
sustainability certifications. We
would encourage you to download our
annual Sustainability Report from the
ThinkingWorks website to get a full
overview of our sustainability program.
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